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P. Adams SitneyMETAPHORS ON VI SION by Brakhage, edited with an introduction by
@ Copyright 1963 by Fi 1m Culture Inco A II rights reserved
Printed in U.S.A. Book design by George Maciunas ,Portrait by Briggs Dyer

"By Brakhage" should be understood to mean "by way of Stan and Jane Brakhage, " as
it does in all my films since marriage. It is coming to mean: "by way of Stan and Jane
and the children Brakhage" because all the discoveries which used to pass only thru the
instrument of myself are coming to pass thru the sensibilities of those I love. Some day
these passages will extend thru the sensibilities of those I now can only imagine loving.
Ultimately "by Brakhage" will come to be superflous and understood as what it now ulti
mately is: "by way of everything."
Jane and I have agreed to dedicate this book to P. Adams Sitney who is so dedicated to
it.

I am grateful to Kathy Alexander, David Heilman, George Landow, Charles Weston IV,
and the University of Colorado for their help in preparing this manuscript. My special
thanks go to Jonas Mekas whose love and determination made this edition possible.
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I__ ;.."S of pective, an eye unp Judlc by com-
w does not respond. to the name of everything but which

ct encountered In life through an adventure of perception. How
e In a field of grass to the crawling baby unaware of IIGreen? II How

5 CiI'I light create for the untutored eye? How aware of variations In heat
at eye be1 Imagine a world alive with Incomprehensible objects and shim

an endle s variety of movement and innumerable gradations of color. Imagine
fore tlie "beglnning was the Vlord. II

5 to retain -- to behold. Elimination of all fear is In sight -- which must be
for. Once vision may have been glven--thatwhlch seems inherent In the Infanl's eye, an
h ch reflects the loss of Innocence more eloquent.ly than any other hllllan feature,

ch soon learns to classify sights, an eye which mirrors the movement of the
toward death by Its increasing inability to see.

cannevergo back, noteven in imagination. After the loss of innocence, only the
....... f knowl can balance the wobbling pivot. Vet I suggest that there is a pur-

owledge foreign to language and founded upon visual communication, demand
evelopment of the optical mind, and dependent upon perception in the original and

sense of the word.
se the VIslon of the saint and the artist to be an increased ability to see -- vision.

-called hallucination to enter the realm of perception, allowing that mankind
s finds derogatory terminology for that which doesn't appear to be readily usable,

dream visions, day-dreams or night-dreams, as you would so-called real scenes,
-......111 that the abstractions which move so dynamically when closed eyelids are

d .. actually perceived. Become aware of the fact that you are not on Iy infhI
by visual phenomen... which you are focused upon and attempt to sound the
of all visual Influence. There Is no need for the mind's eye to be deadened after
, yet In these times the development of visual understanding is almost universal-

ly en.
Is Is ~ age which has no symbol for death other than the skull and bones of one stage

of decomposltJon...and It Is an age which lives In fear of total annihilation. It is a time •
h by sexual sterility yet almost lI1Jversally Incapable of perceiving the phallic
nBlare of fNery destructive manifestation of Itself. It Is an age which artificially seeks
to oJect Itself materialistically Into abstract space and to fulfill Itself mechanically
because It has blinded Itself to almost all exlernal reality within eyesight and to the or
ganic awareness of even the physical movemelt properties of Its own perceptibility. The
e.1I st cave paintings discovered demonstrate that primitive man had a greater under
~lndlng than we do that the object of fear must be objectified. The entire history of e
rotic magic Is one of possession of fear thru holding It. The ultimate searching visuall-
z ion has been directed toward God out of the deepest possible human understanding
that there can be no ultimate love where there is fear. Vet in this contemporary time how
many of us even struggle to deeply perceive oll' own children?
The 1st has carried the tradition of vision and visualization down through tne ages. In
the nt-Ume a very few have continued the process of visual perception in its deep-
est s and transformed their insplrallons into cinematic experiences. They create a
new I guage made possible by the moving picture jmage. They create where fear before
them as crealed the greatest necessity. They are essentially preoccupied by and deal
Imagistically with -- birth, sex, death, and the search for God.

Oh transparelt hallucination, superimposition of image, mirage of movement, heroine of
a thousand and one nights (5cheherazade must surely be the muse of this art>, you ob
struct the light, muddie the pure white beaded screen <It perspires) with your shuffling
pallems. Only the spectators (the u~bellevers who attend the carpeted temples where
cof"'· and paintings are served) think your spirit is in the illuminated occasion (mis
taking yo sweaty, flaring, rectangular body for more than 1t is). The devout, who
break pop-corn together in your humblest d~uble-feature services, know that you are
stili being bom, search for your spirit In their dreams, and dare only dream when in
contact with your electrical reflection. Unknowingly, as Innocent, t y awal~ the priests
of t new religton, those who can stir cinematic entrails diVinely. They await the pro
phets who can cast (with the precision of Confucian sticks) the characters of this new
order across filmic mud. Being Innocent, they do not co"sciously know that this church
too Is corrupt; but they react with counter hallucinations, believing In the stars, and
the Ives among these Los Angelle orders. Of themselves, they will never recognize



what they are awaiting. Their footsteps, the dumb drum which destroys cinema. They
are having the dream piped into their homes, the destruction of the romance thru mil'
rlage, etc.
So the money vendors have been at It again. To the.catacombs then, or rather plant thIs
seed deeper In the undergrounds beyond false nourishing of sewage waters~ Let It draw
nourishment from hidden uprising springs channeled by gods. Let there be no cavernous
congregation but only the network of individual channels, that narrowed vision which
splits beams beyond rainbow and into the unknown dimensions. (To those wllo think thIs
is waxing poetic, squint, give the visual objects at hand their freedom, and allow the
distant to come to you; and when mountains are moving, you will find no fat In this
prose). Forget ideology, for film unborn as It is has no language and speaks like an
aborigine -- monotonous rhetoric. Abandon aesthetlcs--the movIng' picture Image with
out religious foundations, let alone the cathedral, the art form, starts its search for God
with only the danger of accepting an architectural inheritance from the categorized "sev
en, II other arts its sins, and closing Its circle, stylistic circle, therefore zero. Negate
technique, for film, lIke America, has not been discovered yet, and mechanization, In
the deepest possible sense of the word, traps both beyond measuring even chances -
chances are these twined searches may someday orbit about the same central negatfon.
Let film be. It Is somethlng...becomlng. <:rhe above being for creator and spectator a
like in searching, an Ideal of anarchic religion where all are priests both gIvIng and (8:
celvlng, or rather witch doctors, or better witches, or...O, for the 'unnamablel.
And here, somewhere, we have an eye {I'll speak for myself> capable of any imagining
(the only reality). And there (right there) we have the camera eye <the limitation the o
riginal lIar); yet lyre sings to the mind so immediately (the ~alted selectivity one wants
to forget that its strings can so easily make puppetry of human m9ttvation (for form as
finality) dependent upon attunation, what It's turned to (ultimately death> or turned from
(birth> or the way to get out of It (transformation. I'm not just speaking of that bIrd on
fire (not thinking of circles) or of Spengler (spirals neither) or of any known progression
(nor straight lines) logical formation (charted levels) or Ideological formation (mapped
for scenTc points of Interestli but I am speaking for possibilities (myself>, infinite pos-
sibilities (preferring chaos). I

And here, somewhere, we have an eye capable of any imagining. And then we have the
camera eye, its lenses grounded to achieve 19th century Western compositional per
spective (a~ best exemplIfied by the 19th century architectural conglomeration of de
tails of the 1I~lassic" ruin> in bending the light and limiting the frame of the image
Just so, its standard camer~ and projector speed for recording· movement geared to the
feeling of the ideal slow' Viennese waltz, and even1ts tripod head, being the neck it .
swings on ,balled with bearings to permit It.thal Les 'Sylphldes motion(ldeal to the con
templative romantic and virtually restricted to horizontal and vertical movements (pillars
and horizon lineS> a diagonal requiring a major adjustment, its lenses coated or provIded
with filters, its light meters balanced, and its color film manufactured, to produce that
picture post card effect (salon painting) exempl1fled by those oh so blue skIes and pea
chy skins.
By deliberately spitting on the lens or wrecking its focat intention, one can achieve' the
early stages of Impressionism. One can make this prima donna-.heavy in performance of
image, movement by speeding up the motor, or one can break up movement, in a way that
approaches a more direct inspiration of contemporary human eye perceptibility of move- .
ment, by slowing the motion while recording the Image. One may hand hold the camera
and inherit worlds of space. One 'may over- or under-expose the Rim. One may use the
filters of the world, fog, downpours, unbalanced lights, Mons wJth neurotic color tem
peratures, glass which was never designed for a camera, or -even 9hlss which was but
which can be used against speclfications r or one may photograph an hour after sunrise
or an hour before sunset, those marvelous taboo hours when the film labs will guarantee
nothing, or one may go Into the night with a specified daylight (11m or vice versa. One
may become the supreme trickster, with hatful s of all the' rabbits listed above breeding
madly. One may, out of incredible courage, become Mel.les, that marvelous man who
gave even the lIart of jile fIIm ll its beginning In magic. Yet Melles was not witch, witch
doctor, priest, ,or even sorcerer. He was a 19th-century stage magician•• HIs films are
rabbits. ' \ . 
What about the hat? the camera? or if you will, the stage, the page, the Ink, the hi
eroglyphic itself, the pigment shaping that original drawing, the musical and/or all oth
er instruments for copula-and-then-procreation? Kurt Sachs talks sex (whIch fits the

.hat neatly) In originating musical instruments, and Freud's revitalization of symbol



charges all contemporary content In art. Yet possession thru visualization speaks for
fear-of-death as motivating force -- the tomb art of the Egyptian, etc. And then there's
"n the beginning, 'I nOnce upon a time," or the very concept of a.work of art being a
"Creation." Religious motivation only reaches us thru the anthropologist these days -
viz., Frazer on a golden bough. And so It goes - ring around the rosary, beating about
the bush, describing. One thr.ead runs clean thru the entire fabric of expression -- the
trick-and-effect. And between those two words, somewhere, magic ... the brush of an
gel wings, even rabl?its leaping heavenwards and, given some direction, language cor
responding. Dante looks upon the face of God and Rilke Is head c..mong the angelic or
ders• .still the Night Watch was tricked by Rembrandt and Pollack was out to produce
an effect. The original word w:.s a trick, and so'were all the rules of the game that fol
lowed in its wake. Whether the j',strument be musical or otherwise, it's still a hat with
more rabbits yet inside the head wearing it -- i.e., thought's trick. etc. Even The
Brains for whom thought's the world, and the word and visi-or-audibility of it, eventual
ly end with a ferris wheel of a solar system in the middle of the amusement park of the
universe. They know it without experiencing it, screw it lovelessly, find "trick" 'or
"effect" derogatory terminology, too close for comfort, are utterly unable to comprehend
"magic. II We are either experiencing (copulating) or conceiving (procreating) or very
rarely both are balancing in that momtnt of living, loving, and creating, giving and receiv
ing,which is so clOSE! to the imagined divine as to be more unmentionable than "magic."
In the event you didn't know IImagic!' isreal med in lithe imaginable, II tlW moment of it
being when that which is imagined dies, is penetrated by mind and known rather than
believed in. Thus 'treality" extends its picketing fence and each is encouraged to shar
pen hi s wits. -The artist is one who l,eaps that fence at night, scatters his seeds among
the cabbages, hybrid seeds inspired by both the garden and wits-end forest where only
fools and madmen wanter, seeds needing several generations to be ... finally proven.~·~

ible. Until then they remain invisible, to those with both feet on the ground, yet promi
nent enough to be tripped over. Yes, those unsightly bulges between those oh ,so even
rows will find their flowering ,moment ... and then be farmed. Are you really thrilled at
the sight of a critic tentatively munching artichokes? Wouldn't you rather throw overalls
in the eventual collegic chow~er? Realize the garden as you will -- the growing is
mostly underground. Whatever daily care you may give it -- all is pi anted on Iy by moon-

" light. However you remember it -- everything in it originates elsewhere. As for the un
quotable magic -- it's as Indescribable as the un~ound woods it comes from.
(A foot-on-the-ground-note: The sketches of T. E. Lawrence's "realist" artistcompan
ion were scratches to Lawrence's Arab friends. Flaherty's motion picture projection. of
NANOOK OF THE NORTH was only a play. of lights and silhouettes to the Aleutian Is
lander Nanook himsel f. The schizophrenic does see symmetrically, does believe in the
reality of Rorschach, yet he will not yield to the suggestion that a pin-point light in a
darkened room will move, being the only one capable of perceiving its statis correctly.
Question any child as to his drawing and he will defend the "reality"of what you claim
"scrlbbles." Answer' any child's question and he will shun whatever quest he'd been
beginning.) .
Light, lens concentrated, either burns negative film to a chemical crisp which, when
lab washed, exhibits the blackened pattern of its ruin or, reversal film, scratches the
emulsion to eventually bleed it white. Light, again lens concentrated, pierces white
and casts its shadow patterned self to reflect upon the spectator. When light strikes a
color emulsion, multiple chemical layers restrict its various wave lengths, restrain its
bruises to eventually produce a phenomenon unknown to dogs. Don't think of creatures
of uncolored vision as restricted, but wonder, rather, and maNel at the known internal
mirrors of the cat which catch each spark of light in the darkness and reflect it to an in
tensification. Speculate as to insect vision, such as the bee's sense of scent thru
uttraviolet perceptibility. To search for human visual realities, man must, as in all
other homo motivation, transcend the original physical restrictions and inherit worlds
of eyes. The very narrow contemporary moving visua reality is exhausted. The belief
in the sacredness of any man-achievement sets COlcrete abollt it, statutes.becoming
statues, needing both eXillosives and earthquakes for disruption. As to the permanency
of the present or any est"lblished reality, consider in this light and thru most individual
eyes that without either illumination or.photographic lens, any ideal animal might claw
the black off a strip of film or walk ink-footed across transparent celluloid and produce
an .effect for projection identical to a photographed frn 1ge. As to color, the earl iest col
or films were entirely hand painted a frame at a time. The "absolute realism II of the mo
tion picture image Is a human invention.
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e c eye once has r s
no Ity of three-.rJlmension, audiences jwmping
the screen and Into the theatre. Most still imagi ,

ng mechanism, a lunatic mirroring, now full of sound and
a symmetrical pattern, a kaleidoscope with the original pieces of
r mov nt remo~ed in time. And the Instrumert is stili capable

bet about horse-hooves never all leaving the ground In galloping,
fie ttyendugh used a number of still cameras with strings aero 5
nau d the flip-pic of the penny arcade, Hollywood still rac g

en the fans move on to another track can the course be cleared
the very round, perhaps to discover its non-solidity, to create

gasus, without wings, to fly with its hooves, beyond any Imagining,
a creat n. can then Inherit the freedom to agree or disagree with
rn equine painting and altain some comparable aesthetic stature. As

all "of e motion picture imag~ is acontemporarv mechanical myth.
Igy • vi ally untapped talents, viewpoint$ it posse:;ses mOla
e isually n-human yetwithin the realmofthehumanlyimaginable.

speed fOr receptivity which can slow the fastest motion for detailed
Ity to te a continuity for time compression. increasing the slowest

.lP"eheinsi~i1ity. I am praising its cyclopean penetration of haze, Its in
darkness, Its just developed 360-degree view, its prismatic
zooming tentlal forexploding space and its telephotic com

arne to flatten perspective, its micro- and macroscopic revelations. I am
S ..ill self capable of representing heat waves and the most invis

appraising its other still camera developments which may grow
tender1lng visible the Illumination of bodily heat, its transformation of

human c gnlzance, Its penetrating X-ray. I am dreaming of the mystery
ab graph cally rep~senting the form of an object after it's been removed
otograp c ne, etc. The "absolute realism II cf the motion picture is un-

thlI.DI'e p ial, magic. • .

, tuning tow the imaginary, will go to any. wave-lengths for its sights. I'm
wr of cognizance, ind'oS eye awareness of all addressing vibrations. What rays
pass tlt'Qugh this retina stilt unretaiued bymind? How long has sight's center continued
pupil to Other men's Imaginings? This sensitive instrument must respond to all the gods
who will deign to play upon it. Now as with the other four receptacles it too much f~ars

The Devil, postulates Bslghts" as the end of its vibratory travels, remains bottled a
gain an)(.slnking, icks to the surface to avoid ballooning into unfamiliar waves of

known spaces, hum y preferring the certain breakers' which will eventually shore it,
scatte ng fragments, reflective surfaces and magnifiers of a word here, and a moving
pi 1ft lbere, of what was ce an internal continuing composition. For the one sea,

seen, ornes a wavering weary-summation, dulls, palls receptivity to thedis-
tant san ush, known Siren only when beyond all but a smashed salvation. Even the
'ns'de-out decomposes belief In the message heavenly destined for the sole comprehen
sion of God-The-Bea amber. Sti , within these limitations, my eye begins a move
men ard realms less imagined than the sands of heaven, risks more than orginary

ig , I land escaping to a sub-lerrain.
It al begins wltbthe art, the necessity to create -- for what? -- that explanation chan
ging me 0 Time, the young man dreaming of deification, not seeing himself as mere
tar -- mortality rather' asting his whole name in astral Iights,spelled correctly for

all time -- b ginning thl pursuit patterned after others, in essentially n-religious era
•.,... Ives of the Artists" becoming initiates' Bible, all ending as youth loses sense of

r er, scents his ~ecay, and comes to know, for all the remembering of him,
e. In that Instant he either falls spiritually on the spot or begins to bend at the

'" "



knees. In anger at his uneternalness, that he'll never see his biography unless ht autos
It himself, the aesthete begins cocooning toward his innards by demanding Immediate
Internal return, release In creation': self~knowledge~ .etc. When each expression refuses
echo and he discovers art unmlrrors, this budding Narcissus either builds a' boat, sl~

banked waiting his reflection, or plunges 11\., From here on out all endeavor depends on
depth,and at Ireasoning only confuses each issue. He exhausts excuses"until each art work
seems more sneeze than statement. His entire being becoming tnstrum~,nt for the expres
sion d hicomprehenslble forces, he..flnds these, not his, expressions mold, him after the
fashion they will any attenuated audlence.-serr;g the meclium, however, he's mole fami
liar with the material then most, in'herits worlds of words tf poet, sounds If composer,
etc., these gifts, given only when unasked after~ exclude from the early epileptic "fall
out, II the floater, and the reflective one: yet·all fall,. the artist "In'lf and only surviving
thru a forinal resistance granting the 'illusion of bottomless descent." '~,

My ~e, then, Inspiraillng, frlctloning style-wise, being instrument fC!r strikint sparks,
is bequeathed vlsloos at every' iJlumfnation it's struck to create ••• SlmHar vistas beIng
avallabJe to any viewer witling to release his eye-for corwparable movement. My eye so

, lost In space that fall feels ascensional, -so style-beguiled as to know no "reality, II sea
nmnlng down-up hill wUly-ntl1y, waves' not known by their phosphore~ but thru
aesthetic reflection only ... similar illul'\linatlons possible for any viewer capable of Un-

- derstandinQ. his very vision as a metaPhoric creation either directly Inspired by nature or
watered down by the clichl! slght~ of others. . ,
My eye, then, sky-wards, relaxed, at! cioudless, mind as non-reflec-Uve as possible,.
(where will I find the words to describe lti, my wakeful awareness ••• non-blue, near
gold of It, God In It, flakes of God-goJd of It failing as if down -from it Into'my eyes. In

, non-chlcken-littleness, my eye opening out to It, now hedging wording It, mind's eye
narrowing down to It, destroyIng it. Imagine the headJine: THE SKY ISN~T BLUE, dJs
cqvered by'-- on -- whUe -- etc. Impossibility of all ~f it. I sky-l'ypnoUsed, my eye
Involved without view, seeIng thru the so-called color ,of It, discovering ligtt, now
sighting it dawn to IIfta1ces," "God-gold," "failing," ''down. If Metaphors -- feathers,.
snow, r-.i9O'· all golden. My best descriptive is- still·the negatIve -- "non-blue. II Best
sense of it -- ~'discoverlng light. II Best sentence -- "Impossibility of all of it. I" Stili
there's some possible, even historical, precedence for it, I.e., hwnan, world -making,
"reality II to-It. There are some cultures whose extensive scrlbblings never. refer to the
sky as blue, some who refer rather purely In terms.of light. Look it-up, If you will; or,
better, look up to It, see for yourself. (In its deepest sense that would mean, forget all
I've here written.> ~ddJti-onal note for parents and teachers: Please don't force your mil
itantly Pruss ian or goblin Cobalt or any other kind of crayon bluing into the drawings of.
yet low sky happy children, respect those young ones who use any and a'll of the wax
spectrum, and marvel at those who remain still representatlonally dlssattsfled.
Closing these eyelids, shutting P-andora'-s trap for awhile, ~elievlng even'ln the reality
of H, thwarting thought awhile, waveling thru the blue subterrain'Z -- marine? -- what?
seeming t.unnels of It, (utterly unable to photograph any of I~, purposeless In my wan
derings around, seeming to be spiraling at times, timelessly, encpunterlng shapes (in
describable), passing thru them, or were they passtng thru me? or was a corner some
where turned? into an unrepresented dimension, sometime, in this nbn-time, even the
human drama projecting into these spaces, as if here too there were curtains to' rise and '
fall, entrances, exits, and a feeling of interrelation, some of these as-if shapes as ifto •
be avoided, some of these Imaginary colors unlmaginable,aUen even to this' allen land
sea-wh;l,t scape. I remember a once-upon-a-time shut-eye (but not sleep) adventure
when I absolutely knew a certain very convex-or-concave hypothetically approaching,

.with marine-like motion, shape must not overcome me, i.e., envelope the enttre field of
eyelid vision, and my finally opening my eyes In an almost sexual sweat, wonderIng for
hotlrs how the drama had conti-nued without me, whether eye-opening had excluded me,
etc•. There is a definite In'tent to manipulate these, mind's eye?, p~tterns and wltholt
hand in it or bodily weight, freedom from the physical world?, toiAfluence this inter
nal ?, destiny as one humanly imagines any controt, among infinite possibUities? J and
a definite retention of Imaglsttc, external?, superimpositions once eye's opened to the
feeling of having cheated, having broken some original law?, in the act of opening eye..
Thus the desire to rationalize the eyelid into a simple projection screen of one's own
thought-provoled but rather irresponsible doodles ... a thought having nothing to do with
these sensory experiences other than the mind mal'\.ipulatJng to escape,them, -- the real
Ization of them, the eye open escape, being too difficult without physical paraphernalia
Clacking a camera, etc.> -- the illusion of complete avoidance, unconsciousness, sleep,

.'
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etc., preferable to the brain. Vet that Instrument, In some perverse moment, grants re
tention of the retinal eye's adventure and this Inadequate description of the experience,
perhaps the first civilized touch 'Upon this optical territory, the first move meant to e
ventually colonize. Otherwise that chaos too would have to be humanly avoided. After
all, the mind minds. The only way to know these vi sions as a world not just thought up
Is to experience them as ,a world to be thought about which will eventually make of them
a round world thought full, description, which is to know them only as a world thought
down, narrowed, In the process of the brain's eternal creation or dead recreation, as
you will. Here Is a realm waiting better than Columbuses to discover It, -demanding
greater flights than rockets, existing In its own right. My wife, thru the needling eye of
extreme concentration, ~as been able to retain the fabric of shut eye patterns with her
lids wide open and thread her sight thru both sensory worlds at once, moving toward
the sense of their Interrelatedness. I am not seamstress enough for the experience yet,
lacking patience, wanting to force, tear even veils without recognizable substance, ei
ther raping or retreating in a sexual sweat. My wife waits, receives, inspires my vision,
as always, yet receives her source of Inspiration In my art -- seen as a closed widening
circle only superficially, as widening ripple Os on the surface of water not perceived
depth-wise -- the art, each work, as past -- cast -- a completly other world -- In a
space of Its own -- known because given thru human motivation -- the Impetus of its
space-time exi stence -- incomparabl y inspirational -- disturbing alr-H 20-soll-all world
otherwise known -- according to depth of perception -- dependent on where and how far
the eye wrtl follow. All the above and all below, available to all.
My eye, again, outwards (without words) dealing with these lIindescribabl~ II lIimagi
naryll vibrations, producing the categorized colors, best known negatively, this sensi
bility dealing with this phenomenon, an irresponsible gamble thwarting the trained re
sponse link between retina and brain, breaking the associational chain, this mind-eye
partnership playing the game with an unmarked deck, as in the beginning, giving eye's
mind a chance for a change, yet a deck all the same, only ship-shape for expioration,
not a-bottled-trophy. <Drawing a string of ranguage grown as Impossibly rigid as con
temporary .bridge cards in comparison to their Tarot ancestors, I deck my prose with
whatever puns come my way, aiming at deliberate ambiguity, hoping thereby to create a
disbelief in the rigidity of any linguistic statement, knowing only poetry immortal enough
to escape the rigorous belief In anyone word-world as a sense-killing finality.) My eye,
again, then, beginning its non-color, Iife-glNing, continually created coursing, follows
rainbows, no thought of a pot of gold allowed the mind, pursuing light, seeking to stare
straight into the stin, yet ~umbly shunning no reflections, searching even electrical f1la- •
ments, all fires. A bent black tube~ toy spectroscope, broke up a light beam to shelve
the colors in very neat rows for formal Introduction, as lacking-dalsical and hypocritical
as histories on. tombstones; stili I began to differentiate In the shuffling of shelves,
spectrum change, from light source to Iight source, came to know at least each mask,
sun's mask, neon's mask, etc. Then began the Identification of light source through
the guise of reflection, sun's rays grass costumed, house bulb by way of rug, etc. FI
nally came the discovery of what costume added to the light source character, the sub
tlety of the shelving in the merging of lIeolor II span~h to 1I0 ther-col or II spanch within the
bent tubing, and cognizance of the vibrations between and within those, once thought of
as dominant "color ll solids, in discovering the.moon's transformation of sun's rays, the
"brown II varnished furniture's enchantment of fire source light, etc. The spectroscope
Itlelf then shelved, except for occasional reference in the contemporary game of also
belng-somewhat-scientific which I am fortunately only childishly prey to, and the eye's
flight ..iscovery of its Internal ability to produce prismatic sensations directly, without
extraneous instruments. The original influence on this added venture was the prism,
quickly discarded In the game and replaced by sqUint, allowance for the eyelashes to
diffract the Illumination prismatically. Finally, eyes wide open, the ray-like structure
of the path of light, obViously stili too Influenced by Western sense of perspective,
finding one vanishing point among bulb's filaments or at sun's center and radiating hori
zontally to the four corners of twin-trained eyes, and vertically to shatter among the
lashes, contains within Its web indescribable rainbows, stili too influenced by the spec
troscope and the prism, being imitative of each In arrangement of colors -- "red-yeliow
green-blue-purple" - yet exhibiting color oddities when the eye has been uninfluenced
by scoplsm for a period of time. Under extreme non-concentration, fixed by effortless
fascination, akin to self-hypnosis, my'eye is able to retain for cognizance even those
atterly unbanded rainbows reflecting off the darkest of objects, so transitory as to be
Mmnl..t,.ly unstructionable, yet retaining some semblance In arrangement to the source
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of light without scientific par IL
lecllon upon tills newly d seaver se

Ing out all others, ana perceive aI I , e
nc Inallon ••• this cast of eye-dye find ng Its

to lack of perception rather than selectivity -
light as essentrally black and whiteor black and .bllIt-lllll
coloration. I am finding now that all my seeming y
preC*tence In my filmic statements, subconscious Invltaltrolls
the conscious approval, my low level taking more cogn z
toy, than of my own aesthetic visionary encoura,Q8nellL
Introductory Influences, they become Increasln s
Many will see this only as Intro-spectrum. I say allis
Within the Immediately distinguishable -- the"len nil unsee
vision fissures and dead. A way out --disconnection of tele-
A way out of ·the distinct -- out of focus ••• bf soft focus
taken in, as an Intake easy as breath, yet not absorbed •••
tion for its aliveness as well as any-lIvlng-thing else. In
than ordinary outline emerges -- to be effortI ssl recefv
aura of sensual annoyance establishes itself. 0 out
of new visual phenomenon requiring afive perceptab Ily. F:
closing to louch, closely viewed, reach a bl of their c
visually merging with each other before physical conI:act;
emergency form formlessness, a something more ess t
faint. Within this qura of non-shape, shapes reshape, and
them naturally, sponse and response equally unco cia ,
alary dance until one Is involved purely with t s of
outline. Once cartoon sight has been utterly rem
once-object subjectively reveals itself -- an effel:WliCence
for viewability of spaceless timeless e ies. Once my
TALES OF GENJI aloud to me began suc a trans on
to transcribing 20th-century Western prose into anc J
ing freed and abstractly receiving the reader, at firs almosl;.I".~

and then liberated thru extreme'mental reconstru onlng f w
sigtt without thougl-t, in indifference to dlf eon, loosl
agistic melt and then to something which should been I
the experience "wisely, II not being take enough are
thought my way thru the experience, calling on mind s
recognizing a continual evolution bY stages -- rather tl1ll,,-1141
the adventure, being attenuated to the external call and a ow n
nal echo, leaving ego's platform out of It. But because I m
I am better enhaloed by what had been back-I ight g, and
to contour what !lad been the outline of her hair, t suffu
until white, her facial changes keeping pace with s ag
ed area had cracked across her features Into waver ng
paler manifestations to the Impermanent shape of a II.
then, and each sharpening of vision forced the magery b
''normal.'' Yet reassured by my sense-destructive ab I es,
stopped short of normalcy, with my wife's stili hlte r
any brown length of it, pool ing at her feet,.and enclos g
Iy, I allowed the process to lIldevelop again, nundeve opu
members the second, lesser, evolution more negative y
most the reverse of Its ordinary manifestation and s
while whitened areas palled to a variety of unrecogn z
wife's, features. As features became unbelievably ...........-.,
believable infant aspect, hair aura suffusing throughout
ence on the drama gave me the sense that de and b
themselves thru the living organism, my wlf s nly a
timeless evolution. This thought, a devastating Iiml
ted all reception and topped the procets d.
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-_'......_r occ successful enou to
fnlllriaion at rrJ)' Inability to even attempt to

If thru the emergence of animal
Iy of a dog, ., animal she has always

this same SC*le, \ler seeing of me In that silence and
thru heat waves which distorted my form in terms of

hape becoming larger than ordinarily perceived, my con-
omething slmp~y referred to as "you, I' filling my wife's field

ng to a size more normal yet presenting an aspect abnormally
and again able to assume giant proportions. Technical descrlp

a ovie photographed thru a oom lens and rippled glass." This
n the soll'ce of illumination, a bulb, blew out, leaving us both with

Ical burnt scent In the air.
In-to-soft-focus-vlslon accomplished thru exactly opposite proce
per-focal clarity, and dependent on spacial indefiniteness. Self

approximated thru a fixity, rather than laxity, of gaze. Willful atten
natltal capacity for mental absorption, produces a willy-nil Ii

-d Inated than when one is unegoed. Here one seems more practi
and palienceisnotasnecessary.One feels less hypnotic and more

of the object, "objectivity" a descriptive of this process. All optic
n s ined, beyond any ordinary attentive. sighting, until they are as

aJposl1tely, involved with ''the Iinear" as one is when focally negating align
s must be as If drawn out to see all objects as if penciled. They

_::0lIl11 1.~fI,!It ·th '\he line- beyond any delineation. "Space" Is what must
rationality which will be activated by these procedures must be

d..itrU4~'lon f all two- or three-dimensional logic. One may, for instance,
the fact that In contemporary mathematics many prob lems are "solved"
oblematical existence of many more dimensions than the realist, es-

a e n Renaissance, three. Or one may simply allow the brain to wander a-
the I p vaniJlling'points and horlzor. Ii':JE!S of many Renaissance masterpiaces

exhaust restrictions within those labyrlnthlan expressions. One cannot here
-vert-or-stract the Intellect but must maintain a sense originating argument with

lcll anlfestatlons. Thus concentrated once upon my wife's arm, elbow to
my yes drew every p ssible line out of It until all seemed-strands separated as If

a dissection of Its light and shadow surface. Then a semi-reformation produced multl
e arms, moving Independently in this re-deflned space, superimposing over each 'other,

all dl ferently drawn. The shaded area of the knuckles, the Inbetween finger cast sha
dIMS, the very hair of the arm and the crackling blackened wrinkles produced a number of
fin Iy-drawn car catures afloat withoGt apparent interdependence, Eventually It became

o s Ie for me to discern the originating Image. At this point my mind, seeking to re
define allty, " ondered If my own hand so split-up would have a complementary Im
age of self for reaching out to touch or otherwise sense, to grasp or otherwise move In

rre at 0 p, with each of my wife's imagistic offspring; and it then postulated an
aIlempt to c eel parent hands to this intenL The Instant the singUlar image of my
lunder ng fingers began to pry into this multiple exposure, -- the vision vanished, all

lines snaking to their source. As in all previous examples of supernatural vision, my
wife and have both e~rlenced a nllJlber of more successful eye adventLl'es In this re

which are completely beyond any linguistic expression whatsoever.
f one to turn an adventll'lng eye to literary correspondence, facsimllatlng visual

II'e with similarly adventuring literature, transforming optic abstract Impressions
on-rapre onal language, enchanting non-sights into non-words, one could

te only sound poems, the audio manifestation of letters not being restricted to a pre
Ined logic and rather commll1lcatlng on an emotional level only distantly related

all the len n word origins of any written sound. Within that distant relati(,nshlp is
yonlc of a purely onomatopo Ic art. The visual parallel of this art is being
y men termed ''abstract expressionist, " who are fashioning the symbol-

".trog Ie-letters for futur .. communication. The moving picture Image en-
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abies the development of conUnuityand therefor!! an evolutIon upon language as we con
temporarily know. it. All ,contained within this·book has died in. the womb. 'I abort it to
save the living organism, its origins ... itself a .$))eclrnen .:. at best a museum piece •••
of vaJue only to the anatomical ey....

There was,.-then, something which isnot--sery split instant, and then some. Betw~en
then and now -- a Rlove meant, and now, -and ;.ow, etc. And now then, and then, and
t~, ad infinitum -- and then? How mucb human doubt does It take to beget the ques
tion mark? Yet If one uses it at each and eVery woi'd step, does it finally ever mean
anything? Yes. Every something when it's -beginn~ng1mpl!es Its mark of quest begun, . ,
becoming shield, gradually shunning, 'ply on ply for reign rain shed over hovel COver.
L~guage languishes ,i.rttts age, only poet fashioning,: striking back-forward alLof a'
wol;d shuffle, and maki~ Unguistic king's· dome out of king doom, king dumb, or at
least be he only Poet, maker, lie., of his time, f<nowfng In his writing there can. be no
ci'lilization not rooted in civility, and knOWIng hfs being "decadent" is of'his time·r·by
way {)f "decay, II naturally, arxUeeli"g natural by w'ay: of nature, and of his being search
ing out both the "bom"and ','produced",of that and the ''past part...to be born" and ei
ther sentencing himself tobe'Just'so bourn or bONleas a produce (intuitive of.earthy, ,of
all earth" with room, womb, for the sand and the berg of Sandburg, the Frost of bo~,

the Mase and the field of Masef-ield, or kilUng ,more, just originless "Trees," or cut
.down and stacked to House mann, and so off and OD for the last hundred year word run
down> or else he can sense Ilpast part•.,to be born. II and know his life is alllf>efore . him,
being back-for -- less ward, and ward, less for, till ford, and then finally fare ...agaln,
with the gain implied, as. Western -- yet not to be then Western, but more what's ilJ'lat
ined Eastern, but'really what's just imagined and now then, by this one, unimaginable
word wise, but rather envisioned.
Or,..-another way of saying some of the-above: it took me three moves toward New York
City and three awa-y to recognize my 'own word relationship -- to ward and a way, -i.e.,
that it .was noltl\e" Emerald City aranyf'hing tike it/that it w.as not even CUy to me.
Add to this a dozet\ or so other moves Int:l and out of minor centers of incivility befOre I
came to recognize that my vistons were 'Super impositions upon those cities -and there
fore to know and-then to feel which ormy moves was most meant, which would most 'sus
tain the internal ignition of thosevi.si9ns and what place meant most reception of their
extemalization, their cQmi~g oUt, as birth. What collfused me most was ''fell as' before
,rnaissance." It took ayers work inthe commercial motion picture industry to make me
really aware of what I'd-atways been awary of -- Mad /(ve's relationship to the POpe,
both advertising Renaissance, cigarette smoke and -soap bubbles being too much of a
come down from flesh and blood to sustain even my ill usions -- and to kJlow now ttle
transfonnation of re, orany, in its move to the other side of birth, to hold nOw, but not
too preciously le.st unjust gain enter too much in,to the envisionment of "~om again"...
and over, and over again, every split instant, ad Infinitum -- and then? '
A time for everything-, questioning being path of least resistance in time of quest shun
ning only. Yet, either way --, to ward or A (as in beginnings) -- there is always impli-

- cation of resi-stan<;e, a psychological viscosity in humaness, proof positive or. negative
that every move is meant. What of proof negative,then -- the accident? The unknown,
verbally, or unseen, visionally, bend in path while one was bent. on other purpose. As
OAe can never know unt,i I after fact(as one never knows anger unti I incensed) un knowing
sQund-wise does imply in fact a positive. Purpose (pro poser) might as 'Aten read '-- to
pi ace for, 01 fore. Resolve: while one's path was bent on purpose, while will kept
chance (to faID in rhyme and balancing resistance. Take Re back far enough and you do
get the Egyptian sun god, or scientifically, sterilly, enough and you get dvi;'manganese. '.
No, one must dance (per chance) wf[h a word, to ward or a way, and in inter-relation to
all words, passing from letter to lettering, understanding one',s own Devi (dancing part~

ner) of deviate, or even oneself as deva (devi-ne) in devastation. If one does then dance-,
recognizing the relationship of ac (cident) to ad and ic one dOes then come to, know T'
Will less insistent (more re) and The Want a way (more illl, a chance instead of accident,
onr~ voiding the other .In a void dance until all that's left (rai.her than right) is (rather
than being) ... wanting (rather than wanted) ... a beginning (rather than a gaining) -... in
(rather than on) ... time (rather than rhyme), etc.' -
Or, to put it another way: we (wi fe and I) came to' have faith less in accident than in
chance (as in: to take a chance) and then 'fimilJy in neither (a void), preferring prefer-
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